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Centigo adds CAST’s Software Intelligence to Complement their 
Technology Transformation Framework 

 

Paris and Stockholm – 20/05/2020 - Centigo today announced it has entered into a partnership 
with CAST in order to better address their clients’ IT modernization needs. In an increasingly 
digital marketplace, Centigo’s clients from all sectors are faced with changing user demands and 
an overall need to provide better digital experiences, starting with a more robust and agile IT 
landscape.  

 

CAST’s Software Intelligence capabilities will complement Centigo’s leading Technology 
Transformation Framework for managing application landscapes, cloud migration and 
technology transformation. Centigo will leverage CAST Highlight, a software intelligence 
solution for rapid portfolio analysis that evaluates the condition of software assets for overall 
robustness, agility, security, cloud readiness and maintainability.  

 

“Many leading consulting organizations rely on software intelligence from CAST to bring their 
clients greater objectivity, faster modernization for Cloud, and raising the resiliency and agility 
of their software assets, says Alexandre Charlet, Managing Director of Northern Europe at CAST 
". “Integrating intelligence from CAST Highlight into the Centigo Technology Transformation 
Framework provides an unparalleled ability to support their customers IT journey”. 

 

“In our continued effort to offer our clients a better service, we have packaged our experiences 
into a technology transformation framework named Assent. One critical value driver was 
incorporating a more fact-based approach to our current state analysis and strategy definition 
assignments. We needed to find a more robust and detailed analysis to help guiding our clients 
towards their goals. For this deepened capability, we have chosen CAST to embed software 
intelligence into our delivery model”, says Ludvig Millfors, Partner at Centigo. 

 

About Centigo 
Centigo is your modern partner for business critical and cross-functional change. We are a 
group of extraordinarily engaged people with a unique combination of cutting edge 
competence and the drive to make change happen. With our holistic approach, we develop 
resilient and prosperous companies and organisations with competitive durability. We call this 
Business Wellness. Centigo was founded in 2002 and has grown organically since then. Today 
our 300 colleagues help our clients, from many industries, in Scandinavia, Bangalore and the 
UK, to improve performance and really make a difference.  

 

About CAST 
CAST is the market leader in Software Intelligence, achieving for software what MRI has for 
medicine: unprecedented visibility. Backed by almost $200 million in R&D, CAST technology 
drives IT automation at the world’s largest systems integrators and generates insight into 
complex systems by scanning and understanding software structure, architecture and 
composition. Customers rely on CAST to make fact-based decisions, see their architectures, 
detect security threats and ensure the safety and soundness of business applications and 
software products. Visit www.castsoftware.com. 

Visit Software Intelligence Pulse: https://www.castsoftware.com/blog   
Visit us on Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/onquality  
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